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Abstract— Payment convenience has benefited from the revolution in mobile technologies. M-payment users, however, seem inconsistent in their payment activity, resisting change from traditional payment methods. Ensuring consumer continuance of m-payment technology usage is critical to ensuring the ubiquity of m-payment solutions. Although research has examined the influence of individual difference on the acceptance of m-payment, most studies fail to consider whether ongoing acceptance is maintained by the user, or whether a change in perception occurs as a result of use. Moreover, current studies consider user demographic profiles to segment mobile users, yet this dismisses the impact of individual difference, e.g. personality or cognitive style. This paper proposes a model that can be used to investigate the impact of individual difference on user perception of m-payment systems. The Expectation Confirmation Model (ECM) and Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT2) model factors (i.e. effort expectancy, performance expectancy, social influence, facilitating condition, habit, hedonic motivation, price value, trust and perceived risk) allow capture of data relating to two use perceptions; pre- and post-usage perception. The proposed model allows capture and comparison of pre-use expectation and post-use beliefs, allowing consideration of perception variance as a result of technology use. This model will be applied to gain a deeper insight into how to address users’ satisfaction, acceptance, and continuance usage of Near Field Communication m-payment technologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile technologies are one of the areas that’s has seen as the most innovative which has transformed the way consumers interact and rely on their phone for their daily activities [1]. Several mobile technologies and applications have been developed which significantly changed consumer payment behaviour. Near Field Communication (NFC) is a recent technology that enable bi-directional communication where individuals can make a payment by waiving their equipped mobile device with (NFC) chips in front of a NFC equipped payment terminal. This means that mobile device is transform into the medium that actually makes the payments at the payment terminal [2]. NFC has been regarded as the future of m-payment systems and attempted to compete with existing payment methods. The major player of NFC m-payment systems Apple Pay, Android Pay and Samsung Pay are reporting a growth of new users [3]. Due to this growth, it has become very competitive for m-payment service providers to increase their market share and maintain customer satisfaction and retention. Despite the fact that NFC m-payment systems have gained momentum, they have not yet reach the expected potential. For example, according to a recent survey conducted over Apple and Samsung phone users, only 21% and 14% respectively with access to NFC m-payment on their smartphone have actually used it and most of them haven’t used the service more than once and went back to cards or cash [4]. Previous research have shown that implementing mobile payment is not a simple technical solution, but it is affected by various factors such as social, organizational, individual, behavioural, financial and cultural factors [5]–[7]. Furthermore, it is difficult to identify the psychological and attitudinal process of consumers’ payment choice [8]. Therefore, it is crucial to understand psychological process of consumers in order to sustain current customers and satisfy their needs. Although there are several research that examine the adoption at individual level, there are limited research that examines the effect of personality on technology acceptance. The latter is crucial because technology adoption by people is a micro-level matter [9].

Technology acceptance research is one of the most mature research in the discipline of IS. It provides better understanding of different factors that leads to accept or reject a technology. A growing number of empirical studies that considered the behaviour of m-payment user. The majority of the them were focused on initial adoption that empirically validated the well-known adoption and diffusion theories such as TAM, TRA, TPB, DOI and UTAUT using quantitative data [10]–[22]. Chen (2008) expanded the technology acceptance model (TAM) and the Innovation of Diffusion theory (IDT) to examine which factors determined consumer acceptance of m-payment. He found that consumers intention to use m-payment affected by four factors; perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived risk and compatibility. Compatibility was the strongest deterrent. It refers to the degree to which m-
payment fits with user’s lifestyle and current needs. Another study by Schierz et al. (2010) who tested TAM with additional construct such as compatibility, perceived security, individual mobility and subjective norm using large scale survey conducted in Germany to determine the key drivers that affect an individual’s usage of m-payment. They also found that compatibility had the greatest influence on the intention to use m-payment. Individual mobility and subjective norm also have a significant impact. To date, Schierz et al. (2010) model achieved the highest predictive power in the context of m-payment with 84% explained variation in the intention to use m-payment. Furthermore, Shin (2010) employed TAM model modified with some constructs form UTAUT. His study propose a conceptual framework of m-payment adoption enablers, drivers and barriers. Many studies included the two determinants of TAM model but with very different findings. Chen & Chang (2013) revealed in their study that perceived usefulness and social influence had a significant influence on m-payment adoption. This is line with the findings from Teo et al. (2015) where effort expectancy, performance expectancy, facilitating conditions, and trust, are significant determinant to the intention of m-payment adoption. In contrast, a recent study by [16] failed to found any significant influence of perceived ease of use on nonusers’ intentions to accept m-payment in the UK. Furthermore, opposite to their assumption [24] didn’t find a significant effect of perceived ease of use on perceived usefulness or intentions to adopt.

Three studies used UTAUT model developed by Venkatesh et al. (2003) to examine the adoption of m-payment [26]–[28]. However, none of them studied the effect of the moderating variables as most of the adoption research deploying UTAUT. The only studies founded in the literature conducted by Liébana-cabanillas et al. (2015) and Slade et al. (2014) who have contributed to m-payment adoption research by analysing the impact of user characteristics like age, gender and experience on the use of m-payment in addition to explain the intentions to adopt these payment systems. According to the critical literature review conducted by Dahlberg et al. (2015) on m-payment research, a list of the adoption factors in the literature is shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1 M-PAYMENT ADOPTION FACTORS ADAPTED FROM [37]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constructs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Ease of Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Norm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personal innovativeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment Scenario</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individual differences deemed to be the most significant factors to the success of IS [31]–[33]. Individual differences expected to be related to the usage of m-commerce. Previous research had proposed user-centric model to explore consumers’ preferences, motivations and adoption [22], [34]. Demographic aspects are the most common way used to segment users in order to examine their behaviour towards m-commerce usage. Chan & Chong (2013) found that educational level and age had significant relationships with the use of m-commerce transactions. Faqih & Jaradat (2015) and Chan & Chong (2013) failed to find any moderation effect of gender on the adoption process of m-commerce. In the context of m-payments, research mainly considered technology related factor when studying consumer behaviour since m-payment users are users of both payment systems and mobile technologies. Peng et al. (2012) stated that their study is limited to system characteristics and further research including user characteristics is required. Although there are recent research examining the influence of individual differences on the acceptance of m-payment, most of them segment users based on their demographic profiles [15]–[17], [29]. Since NFC m-payment apps are designed for individual’s use, ubiquitous and mostly free, factors affect individual’s usage of mobile apps could be different from traditional IS adoption factors. Given these findings, further investigation is needed in order to identify whether other consumer segmentation could have an effect on the use of m-payment systems.

Regardless of the huge attention on studying consumer behaviour of mobile services, continuance usage is less studied when compared to the adoption research even though previous studies indicated the importance of understanding the continuance usage [37]. Users of m-commerce could be inconsistent in their actions and not perform the activity again. [35]. Thus, maintaining consumer’s continuance usage is critical to m-payment success. Among the few studies of m-payment continuance usage, two leading research were recently conducted in China [38], [39]. China is one of the countries that deployed m-payment earlier and adopted by more users there. Based on IS success model and flow theory, Zhou (2013) found that continuance intention of m-payment is determined by trust, flow and satisfaction while service quality, system quality and information quality indicated as main predecessors affecting trust, satisfaction and flow respectively. The following study revealed that performance expectancy, trust on m-payment systems and flow influence continuance usage.

Through this review of the literature, most of the studies explored the adoption of m-payment in general and not focused on a specific type. However, some m-payment systems are more successful than others, therefore, factors affecting adoption are more likely to be different for different systems of m-payment. This emphasises the importance of differentiating m-payment systems and supporting technologies while exploring consumers’ perception towards this new payment method. Continuance behaviour is crucial to the success of m-payment. However, research in this field is less than expected. Furthermore, the majority IS continuance research has ignored consumers’ individual differences. However these distinctions are potentially caused user resistance in IS acceptance [40]. To the best of our knowledge, no studies found that examined the moderating influence of personality traits on the
continuance adoption of m-payment systems. Thus, this research aims to develop a model that investigate the impact of individuals' personality traits on their perceptions of NFC m-payments and how those thoughts and beliefs have been created through examining users' continuance behaviour to m-payment.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This section will discuss the theories that help to build this research model. The model is basically based on Information system continuance model by Bhattacherjee (2001), combined with factors from revised theories in current research area. Firstly, this research trends will be discussed. Secondly, relevant theories of personality traits will be examined since this research has a second priority which is examining the possible effect of personality traits on the research model.

A. Expectation Confirmation Model and Related Theories

Bhattacherjee (2001) proposed his IS continuance model based on the expectation confirmation theory (ECT) developed by Oliver (1980) in marketing research to study the determinants of consumer satisfaction and repurchase behaviour.

Bhattacherjee's expectation confirmation model (ECM) stated that continuance intention is built based on consumer's satisfaction and post usage beliefs, which are both influenced by the confirmation of expectation from consumer's previous use. This model has been used in different IS research [43], [44] and has shown its suitability to study continuance in technology adoption and particularly in mobile commerce context [45], [46]. Furthermore, perceptions regarding needed effort, social influence and usage environment are other potential factors that influence continuance decisions [47]. These factors play a critical role in IS adoption research. However, they are not included in (ECM) for IS continuance.

To study the possible changes in cognitive beliefs and their effects during the stages of usage, Bhattacherjee and Premkumar (2004) developed a two stage model rooted on ECM and place disconfirmation instead of confirmation. Although, perceived usefulness was included as a usage belief, it was the only predictor and other identified factors in IS acceptance models such as TAM and UTAUT were neglected.

Venkatesh et al. (2012) have proposed their new version of UTAUT using a consumer context and adding more determinants. UTAUT2 identifies the endogenous variables behaviour intention and use behaviour studying the extent to which consumers plan and actually use the technology continuously [49]. However, with all these changes, UTAUT models are not developed to explain disconfirmation of user's beliefs or change in satisfaction. Therefore, they are not strong enough to discover continuance decision process [50].

Later, Venkatesh and his colleagues extended the two stage expectation confirmation model developed by [48] by expanding the belief set of the basic ECM to incorporated additional predictors from UTAUT such as effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions and trust beliefs because its relevance to the context of online transaction and sharing sensitive information. This expanded model has provided rich understanding of the continuance decision process by explain a comprehensive elements of beliefs. Furthermore, it stated that changes in the initial perceptions and attitude through disconfirmation and satisfaction constructs are subsequently influence continuance intention [47].

B. Big Five Personality Model

Personality is defined as a stable set of characteristics that determines people's thought, feelings and behaviours which differentiate each individual from another [51]. The development of an individual's personality is affected by various factors; heredity, social context, geographical and physical condition [52]. It is argued that people have different perceptions and responses to similar actions based on their personality traits. This indicates that personal characteristics affect individual's adoption of new technologies. However, Xu et al. (2015) revealed that only few research had investigate the influence of personality traits on people's intentions and behaviour towards innovation acceptance and usage.

Several models and dimensions has been developed to measure personality traits. Raymond Cattell's proposed a two-tiered structure for personality involved sixteen primary factors and five secondary factors. In contrast, Hans Eysenck believed that only three traits; extraversion, neuroticism and psychoticism were sufficient to explain people's personality. Digman (1990) developed five factor models of personality which incorporate all findings in personality psychology's research which in turn provided a rich conceptual framework. These models considered as a broader taxonomy for all issues related to personality. The Big Five model is the most widely used model that demonstrated to have a strong explaining variance in behaviour decision [53]. This model can claim to be comprehensiveness due to the many empirical studies including Big Five model compared to other personality models [55]. There are more than 3000 studies including Big Five model that showed the powerful predictive validity [56]. Therefore, Big Five model is suitable to study the effect of personality on behaviour. The model consists of five dimensions; extraversion, neuroticism, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and openness to experience [57]. A definition of each traits is represented in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Big Five Trait</th>
<th>Trait Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Openness to experience</td>
<td>People scoring high on the openness scale are characterized by such attributes as open-mindedness, active imagination, preference for variety, and independence of judgment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>People scoring high on the conscientiousness scale tend to distinguish themselves for their trustworthiness and their sense of purposefulness and of responsibility. They tend to be strong-willed, task-focused, and achievement-oriented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>People scoring high on the extraversion scale tend to be sociable and assertive, and they prefer to work with other people.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to achieve the research objectives, two models; ECM and UTAUT2 were integrated with personality values. The proposed model keeps the basic structure of ECM and involved predictors from UTAUT2 (see figure 1). This study argues that individual's continuance intention towards NFC m-payments is influenced by consumer satisfaction, effort expectancy, performance expectancy, social influence, facilitating condition, habit, hedonic motivation, price value, trust and perceived risk. The effect of those constructs work directly or indirectly on continuance intention under the impact of individual's personality traits as specified by Big Five model [56]. This section will explain the factors of the proposed model and the relationships between them, then the possible influence from individual personality traits.

Hypothesis 1. Individual’s level of satisfaction with NFC m-payments has a positive impact on their continuance intention.

Venkatesh et al (2003) proposed a detail oriented model by combining eight models for technology adoption. This model is built on the four core constructs; performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence and facilitating condition. Later, Venkatesh et al. (2012) extended their model with three further constructs; hedonic motivation, price value and habit. UTAUT2 has been validated by several studies at multiple time for different technologies in various context. In term of correlation among the determinants of UTAUT2, there is proof of change in measurements over time for performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence and facilitating condition [47]. This indicates that pre usage beliefs could be disconfirmed and such disconfirmation will influence future behaviour. However, not all predictors in UTAUT2 have been examined from the perspective of ECM. Although, previous research in technology acceptance has studied these factors at different point in time, only limited research considered disconfirmation and its consequences. Therefore, this research will examine disconfirmation incorporating UTAUT2 beliefs.

Hypothesis 2a. Disconfirmation of performance expectancy expectation has an impact on post usage performance expectancy perception regarding NFC m-payment systems.

Hypothesis 2b. Disconfirmation of performance expectancy expectation has an impact on user satisfaction with NFC m-payment systems.

Hypothesis 2c. Post usage performance expectancy perception has an impact on user satisfaction with NFC m-payment systems.

Hypothesis 2d. Post usage performance expectancy perception has an impact on continuance intention towards NFC m-payment systems.

From personality viewpoint, several studies believed that five personality traits could be a strong determinant and moderator of mobile users' perceptions and the entire network of their behaviour decisions. Hypothesis regarding the impact of personality traits are grouped by factors of Big five model. The moderating effects of each traits on the relationships between post usage beliefs and continuance intention are still under progression. The work that has been done so far is one relationship for perceived risk and its associated constructs.

Hypothesis 10. The relationships between post usage beliefs and continuance intention towards NFC m-payments is moderated by the conscientious traits such that
the relationship is stronger for individuals who get a high score in terms of the conscientious scale.

Individuals scoring high on openness factor are likely to think of creative way on performing tasks. In the context of technology acceptance, openness people are curious to try new technology. Because of their creative aspect, they are likely to continue try new payment method.

**Hypothesis 11.** The relationships between post usage believes and continuance intention towards NFC m-payments is moderated by the openness to experience traits such that the relationship is stronger for individuals who get a high score in terms of the conscientious scale.

Highly agreeableness individuals are generally like to cooperate with others and have a strong need for social harmony. They show high level of trust towards organisation and authority. Therefore, they would believe that the use of m-payment would be easy and help would be available from technical structure when needed. Furthermore, Mcelroy(2007) stated that highly agreeable people would keep trying using ICT even though with frustrating use due to their forgiving nature.

**Hypothesis 12.** The relationships between post usage believes and continuance intention towards NFC m-payments is moderated by the agreeableness traits such that the relationship is stronger for individuals who get a high score in terms of the conscientious scale.

Extraversion traits implies energetic approach towards how individual interact with others. People with extraversion traits are characterized to be sociable, assertive, talkative and friendly. They are easier to build relationships and used technology to communicate and build new relationships with other [56]. Zmud (1979) stated that extraverts had more positive attitude towards technology than others. The finding from the literature regarding this factor is mixed. Svendsen et al. (2013) and Devaraj et al. (2008) found that extraversion impacted behaviour intention through subjective norm, perceived usefulness and ease of use in TAM model. In contrast, Mcelroy et al. (2007) found no significant impact for extraversion in an integrated TAM and UTAUT model. Currently, mobile social media is widely used and people are connected more frequently. Therefore, mobile users exposed to the social influence on the move and at any time. This leads to the following hypothesis.

**Hypothesis 13.** The relationship between post usage social influence and continuance intention towards NFC m-payments is moderated by the extraversion traits such that the relationship is stronger for individuals who get a high score in terms of the extraversion scale.

Neuroticism individuals are generally having negative nature and characterised by different activities such as anxiety, depression, stress and nervousness. They have negative feelings towards new things. In terms of adopting technology, Venkatesh and his colleagues reported that neurotic individuals strongly resist change and have negative feeling towards ICT that they have not experience before [60]. Such people could find advances in technology as stressful and threatening in their payment experience and would not be helpful in their financial performance. Therefore, this trait could have a strong impact on the pre-usage stage rather than the continuance usage of m-payment which is the context of this study. Thus, this paper will not hypothesize this traits with the post usage beliefs and continuance intention. However, it is included in the research model for the sake of completeness of Big Five Model.

### IV. Conclusion, Contribution and Future Work

In this paper, factors that influence continuance usage of NFC m-payments are identified; such as effort expectancy, performance expectancy, social influence, facilitating condition, habit, hedonic motivation, price value, trust and perceived risk will be explored from two different views; as a post usage perceptions and as confirmation of expectations prior use. The main contribution of this research is the development of m-payment continuance model with the study and analysis of Big Five personality traits and their impact on the continuance usage of NFC m-payment systems. From the practical viewpoint, this model will provide strategic recommendation for service providers with deeper insights into how to address users' satisfaction and continued usage. Future research is needed in order to empirically validate the proposed conceptual model. Although large number of factors have been found to influence the adoption of m-payment, this study is only limited to UTAUT2 factors with trust and perceived risk. Furthermore, this study is also limited to the influence of personality traits as an individual difference and ignore any other differences such as gender, educational level and individual culture.
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